[Coronary resistance system in evaluation of microvascular dysfunction after intracoronary microembolization: an experimental study].
To assess the microvascular function of coronary artery after intracoronary microembolization using coronary resistance system. The left anterior descending coronary artery (LAD) of 10 pigs weighing 21 kg-25 kg were embolized by repetitive injection of microspheres 45 micro m in diameter through a 2.8F Tracker catheter. Intra-vascular ultrasound (IVUS) images, intracoronary Doppler and pressure signals in the middle segment of LAD were acquired by use of intracoronary ultrasound imaging catheter, Doppler flow wire and pressure wire separately. Intracoronary bolus injection of 18 micro g adenosine was administered to maximally vasodilate the coronary arterial bed through the 2.8F Tracker catheter. The resting and hyperemic signals were acquired respectively before microembolization and in different levels of microembolization. Coronary resistance system reflecting the resistance to pulsatile coronary flow was established by a self-made software of PC system. The resting and hyperemic CR parameters included average resting coronary resistance (rCR) and average minimal coronary resistance (min-CR), the first-harmonic rCR and min-CR, the first-harmonic rCR orientation and min-CR orientation, and so on. Factor analysis was performed to extract the best coronary parameter from the coronary resistance parameters. Factor analysis showed that the first-harmonic rCR and first-harmonic min-CR were correlated better with the first component extracted from the resting and hyperemic CR parameters than rCR and min-CR, with the correlation coefficient being 0.913 and 0.950 in the first-harmonic CR and first-harmonic min-CR respectively. No significant difference in min-CR was found between the value at the dosage of 5 x 10(4) microspheres and that before microembolization. The min-CR value increased markedly from 271 mm Hg.ml(-1).s(-1) +/- 99 mm Hg.ml(-1).s(-1) at the dosage of injecting 5 x 10(4) microspheres to 361 mm Hg.ml(-1).s(-1) +/- 158 mm Hg.ml(-1).s(-1) at the dosage of injecting 10 x 10(4) microspheres (P < 0.05). The min-CR value remained almost unchanged from the dosage of 10 x 10(4) to 15 x 10(4) microspheres. There was no significant difference concerning the first-harmonic min-CR between the value at the dosage of 5 x 10(4) microspheres and that before microembolization. Along with the increase of number of microspheres injected the min-CR value increased gradually. The min-CR value was increased significantly than that before microembolization since the number of microspheres injected surpassed 14 x 10(4). The first-harmonic min-CR reflected the coronary microvascular dysfunction in different extents of microembolization better than min-CR. The extent of coronary microvascular dysfunction wasn't linearly related to the extent of microembolization.